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Dust particles with diﬀerent sizes, shapes and com-
positions are observed in plasma during discharges and
they accumulate after discharges on plasma-facing wall
(PFW). The elements of dust particles originate in struc-
ture materials of divertor plates and ﬁrst wall. It is sup-
posed that the dust particles are generated by plasma-
wall interaction and transported toward the core plasma
as impurities. Therefore, release from the PFW and
dynamics of dust particles need to be studied and con-
trolled, but they are not well understood so far.
In this study, the release condition of the dust par-
ticle from the PFW is investigated. Forces on a spherical
and metallic dust, which radius is much smaller than the
Debye length, are analyzed theoretically and the plasma
condition for the dust particle release is derived1, 2).
1D sheath plasma model is applied. A spherical
dust particle is on a vertical or horizontal ﬂat plasma-
facing wall, where the latter case is shown in Fig.1. The
magnetic ﬁeld is applied vertically to the PFW. he radius
of the dust particle Rd is assumed to be much smaller
than the Debye length, where the dust does not aﬀect the
potential proﬁle near the PFW. The electrostatic wall
potential drop is determined by the ﬂoating condition,
where at the sheath entrance the electrostatic potential
and electric ﬁeld are zero. The PFW and the dust par-
ticle are charged negatively due to the high mobility of
electrons. The velocity distribution functions of elec-
trons and ions are assumed to be Maxwellian and shifted-
Maxwellian distribution, respectively. Electron velocity
distribution functions are truncated at the negative high
velocity tale, because of the absorption to the PFW. Ion
shift velocity is assumed to be the ion sound speed at
the sheath entrance. In these situations the electrostatic
force FE on the dust particle is a repelling one from the
PFW. On the other hand the ion friction force Fi due to
accelerated ions by the negatively charged dust, pushes
it to the PFW. The release condition of the dust on the
horizontal wall is expressed as FE > Fi + Fg.
The release condition is determined by the quantity
Rd/nseTe, where Rd, nse and Te are the dust radius, elec-
tron density at the sheath entrance and electron temper-
ature, respectively. Plasma ions push the dust particle
toward the wall, which means the smaller dust particle in
higher electron pressure has a possibility to be released
from the PFW. For example, a tungsten and carbon dust
particle with Rd = 1µm in ne reaches 1 × 1018m−3 and
ion temperature Ti = 0 is released at the electron tem-
perature higher than 7.1 and 0.71 eV, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 2
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Fig. 1: Model conﬁguration and forces on dust particle.
The dust particle is released in the case of FE > Fi+Fg.
Fig. 2: Forces on a tungsten and carbon dust on the wall
at Ti = 0. A tungsten and carbon dust particle is released
when Rd/nseTe is less than 0.14, 1.4, respectively.
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